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about how roads work and don’t work—not just in

their immediate impacts, but in the way they affect

animals, water, energy use, and quality of life for

people. They have begun to propose creative, even

radical solutions to the problems that roads can

cause, using everything from better highway design

to smarter asphalt to reduce roads’ harmful effects.

And though it’s still in early stages, some of this

work goes even farther, plotting a future in which

roads are not just a necessary evil, but can bring un-

expected benefits to the land around them.

W
HENYOU’REDRIVINGonahigh-

way through a vast desert or for-

est, it can seem as if the road is an

insignificant part of the landscape.

But that’s an illusion. Though

roads are conduits for one kind

of movement, they’re barriers as

well: they block ancient patterns of animal migra-

tion and cause countless wildlife deaths every year.

They help spread invasive plant species by dispers-

ing seeds and allowing them to gain a foothold

along the roadside corridor, while fragmenting and

isolating native populations. That isolation can dis-

rupt usual breeding patterns, making populations

less genetically diverse and more vulnerable to be-

ingwiped out by catastrophic events.

The ecological effects of roads extend beyond the

road surface; Richard Forman, an ecologist at Har-

vard, estimates that one-fifth of the nation’s land is

directly affected by roads. Noise from heavily traf-

ficked roads can inhibit bird densities and breeding

for several hundred yards on either side. The con-

struction, use, andmaintenance of roads causes ero-

sion and spreads pollutants into surrounding air,

soil, andwater. Roads and related structures like cul-

verts also disrupt water flows and wetlands, which

can have far-reaching impacts on humans and other

species. In fact, while roadsmay seem like an innoc-

uousandnarrowdisruption, theyactually amount to

a re-engineering of habitat on a vast scale.

Forman is one of the founders of road ecology,

the study of roads’ effects on ecosystems. The disci-

pline was founded in the 1990s, and research from

the field is finally beginning to yield practical in-

novations in road design. Joseph Burns, who works

in transportation ecology and species protection for

the National Forest Service, says that a paradigm

shift is taking place in the way highways are con-

structed. “Instead of breaking up systems—wheth-

er human communities or natural processes—now

they’re more permeable.” To take one example,

traffic collisions had been one of the top killers of

Florida’s panthers, one of the most endangered

animals in the country. When a series of highway

underpasses was built along I-75 in the 1990s, the

panthers began using them for safe passage across,

lowering collisions on the highway.

Wildlife overpasses and underpasses now strad-

dle highways and roads throughout the country,

particularly in the Rockies and in Florida, where

large animals are frequently hit by cars. Bill Ruedi-

ger, a wildlife consultant in Montana who has been

involved in over 100 wildlife crossing projects over

the past decade or so, says that animals readily learn

to use these structures. Although the will to build

crossings is highest where collisions with large an-

imals cause injuries and cost money for travelers,

conservation activists andbiologists are also looking

for solutions for small animals like salamanders and

frogs, whose survival depends on the connection of

far-flung populations.

The flow of wildlife is not the only thing his-

torically disrupted by roads: there’s also the flow

of water. Burns says that engineers are now taking

waterways into account in considering how to plan

and rebuild roads. Where highways once barreled

through floodplains, they are now built to bridge

them, which preserves water stores and habitat

while also protecting roads from costly washouts.

Roads that work with water systems, he says, “are

adaptable and more cost effective.” He adds that if

designed correctly, such roads can even provide a

service, withstanding the peak flows while helping

to holdwater in dry times.

T
HE STUFF OF ROADS—concrete and

asphalt—has been used for centuries,

and these simple materials have facili-

tated an astonishing degree of mobil-

ity for people and goods. But tradition-

ally paved surfaces create a number of

problems. They prevent rainwater from

reaching soils, instead sending polluted runoff into

nearby waterways. The high temperatures of pave-

ment in summer make cities hotter, and the warm

runoff from highways heats up nearby pools and

streams, changing the species that can survive there.

And producing them is problematic too: Concrete

production is a major contributor of greenhouse

gases, andasphalt ismadewithpetroleumproducts.

Both materials are becoming dramatically more ex-

pensive as demand for construction materials rises

worldwide.

To mitigate these problems, road construction is

already changing. For one thing, a growing percent-

age of asphalt is reclaimed. In some cases, recycling

can be done on the spot, with pavement torn up,

eithermilled and compactedorheated and remixed,

and then relaid. In the past few years, states includ-

ing Massachusetts have begun to use a technology

called “warm-mix asphalt,” which uses agents that

make it possible to mix asphalt at lower heats, dra-

matically cutting the amount of energy needed to

produce it and the greenhouse gas emissions re-

leased.

But researchers are going beyond these relatively

simple improvements bydeveloping othermaterials

entirely: smarter pavements that come with lower

environmental impacts. Several states are begin-

ning to use permeable pavements that allow water

to seep through; a new sidewalk in Cambridge will

use permeable concrete along with a “rain garden”

catchment system to keep polluted storm water

from draining to the Charles River. Researchers are

even developing pavements that filter impurities

from the water that passes through them. A team at

Eindhoven University of Technology in the Nether-

landshavedeveloped akindof concrete that purifies

the air above it by sucking up nitrogen oxides. Oth-

er engineers are investigating asphalts made from

plant biomass, and concrete made from industrial

waste products.

Massachusetts drivers are all too familiar with

another weakness of old-fashioned street materi-

als: the ways extreme seasonal temperatures make

road surfaces expand and contract, which causes

them to ripple, crack, and collapse into potholes.

RajibMallick, a civil engineer atWorcester Polytech-

nic Institute, is developing road surfaces that don’t

reach extreme temperatures, to prevent rutting in

the summer and cracking in the winter, while also

reducing the “heat island effect” that paved surfaces

cause. What he is trying to design, in other words,

is a road that protects itself from the costly, near-

constant rebuilding that plagues every American

municipality where roads freeze and thaw. The ap-

proach involves using a layer of heat-conducting,

flexible material below the surface of a road, which

would direct heat into the surrounding soil, where it

canmore easily disperse.

And thatmight be just the beginning of a revolu-

tion in what roads do for us. Ideally, Mallick says,

that conducted heat could someday be trapped and

used for energy. With roads, he says, “you have mil-

lions of miles open to the sun.” Right now we pour

energy into transportation; a bigger question, he

says, is “how can we utilize the transportation net-

work as a source of energy?” If we could find a way

to transform those inert miles of asphalt into the

equivalent of solar panels, the enormous highway

system where we burn so much fuel could actually

begin to give something back.

E
NVIRONMENTALISTS AND URBAN

planners dream of a country less reliant

on automobiles; so do people who have

survived serious car accidents, or anyone

who’s watched their money tick away

into the gas tank. But while cheaper and

more environmentally friendly methods

of transportation exist—bicycles, public transporta-

tion, small electric vehicles—transportation plan-

ners have struggled to entice people to give up their

cars. Part of this is because of roads themselves. As

much as they open up the landscape and allow us to

live and work in far-flung places, they also lock us

into certainways of getting around.

So what if redesigning roads could open up new

transportation possibilities? Ian Lockwood, a trans-

portation engineer currently on aLoeb fellowship at

Harvard, explains that afterWorldWar II, engineers

tried to reduce congestion and boost the speed and

efficiency of driving onmajor roads bymaking them

wider, straighter, and faster—which causes develop-

ment to spread out and makes us more dependent

on our cars. Many cities are now reversing course,

undergoing “road diets” to cut back lanes, and try-

ing to revamp roads to encourage walking and bik-

ing.

This is simply a change in planning; nomajor ad-

ditional resources are required. But Mark Delucchi,

a transportation researcher at University of Califor-

nia Davis, is considering more expansive, imagina-

tive fixes. Delucchi says that one reason people are

reluctant to use smaller, less energy-intensive ve-

hicles is that for now, they have to share the road

withheavy, fast-movingSUVs.Butwhat if therewere

a safe course on which to drive personal vehicles

that require less energy per person—not just a bi-

cycle or moped, but even a souped-up golf cart or

a small electric car? With this idea in mind, Deluc-

chi has advocated a new design for towns and sub-

urbs: two separate road systems, with the majority

of local roadsdesigned for small, slow,neighborhood

vehicles, and a smaller number of roads for regular

cars that connect towns and suburbs. Although no

community has yet adopted a system like this, there

are a fewplaceswhere people haveditched their cars

to take advantage of alternative road networks. The

master-planned community of Peachtree City, Ga.,

has a 90-mile network of paths for golf carts, pedes-

trians, and bicycles, while the town of Houten in

the Netherlands has a dedicated network of bicycle

paths,with limited access for cars in the towncenter.

As Delucchi’s plan suggests, to truly promote

new modes of transportation, we might need new

kinds of roads entirely. In a recent article in the jour-

nal Solutions, Richard Forman and transportation

researcher Daniel Sperling imagine a smarter road

system of the future, which would replace highways

in the most environmentally sensitive areas with

raised roads they call “netways.” In their vision,

we wouldn’t use cars at all, but electric, centrally

powered personal pods that take us from place to

place. These roadswouldbewell out of reachof both

wildlife and waterways. Though it’s futuristic and

ambitious, Forman insists that “almost all the tech-

nologies are there.” A similar system is being piloted

in the zero-energy planned city of Masdar in Abu

Dhabi.

It may be a long time before we see entirely new

systemsof roads designed for small vehicles or pods.

For now, we’re seeing gradual revisions: from car

culture to multiple modes of transportation, and

fromasphalt blockades to crossable, energy-efficient

highways. If these efforts work, we will still have

roads to inspire our imagination, but we’ll draw

evenmore rewards from their reality.

Roads
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The Word
By Bess Lovejoy

THIS MONTH, the metrologists meeting at the

24th General Conference onWeights andMeasures

in Paris have an unusual responsibility on their

hands. Their job is to consider redefining a word

that peopleworldwide depend on for accuracy, even

though scientists say it has been without a reliable

definition for much of the past century. The word:

kilogram. (Metrologists, in case you were wonder-

ing, are experts in the science of weights and mea-

sures—not to be confusedwithmeteorologists.)

Of course, everyone understands what kilogram

means in a general sense. The kilogram is a unit of

mass, one of the seven base units in the Internation-

al System of Units, a modern version of the metric

system. But howmuchmass, exactly, is equal to one

kilogram? Unlike the other base units—the meter,

second, ampere, kelvin, candela, and mole—the

kilogram is defined with reference to a physical

artifact, created in the 1880s: a platinum-iridium

cylinder locked in a vault in Sèvres, France. What-

ever themass of this object is, that’s themass of one

kilogram. As with any physical object, however, the

mass of this cylinder changes ever so slightly over

time, which means that we only really know the

mass of a kilogram at the moment that cylinder is

beingmeasured. For scientistsmakingminutemea-

surements, and for countries whowant their official

weights andmeasures up to snuff, that’s a problem.

The redefinition of kilogram gives us a window

into the unique place measurement words occupy

in our language. Most of the time, at least in Eng-

lish, language evolves fluidly—there’s no committee

in flannel suits policing what we mean by “house.”

But because of their importance to science and com-

merce,manymeasurement terms are both everyday

words and vital scientific tools. Increasingly, such

termsaredefinedbynational and international bod-

ies, making decisions far removed from the tides of

trade and immigration that usually shape our lan-

guage.

All of this is a recent development. For most

of history, people muddled along with measure-

ment units based on the everyday world—often on

their own bodies. The Sumerians used the length

and width of various fingers, as well as the length

from fingertip to elbow, which they called the ku.

The Romans called this length the cubitus, from the

Latin cubitum for “elbow.” The Greeks used finger-

breadths (daktylos), with four fingers making a

palm (palaiste) and 16 fingers, a foot (pous). The

foot, interestingly, is a near-universal measure. By

the earlyMiddleAges, itwas standardized inBritain

as having 12 parts—giving rise to our word inch,

from uncia, Latin for “12th part.”

Many of the terms we use in the United States

today—the so-called “customary system”—retain

this link to the natural world. The word acre once

meant untilled land, but in Anglo-Saxon England it

was the amount of land a yoke of oxen could plow in

a day. Gallon is related to a French term for “bowl,”

and yard to Old English terms for “stick.” Even our

pound (from the Latin for “weight”) is based on the

measurement of 7,000 grains, with each grain origi-

nally being theweight of one grain of wheat.

As technology advanced, we began to tie our

measurementwords to objects beyond the domestic

sphere. During the French Revolution, scientists in

that country developed the metric system, pegged

to one of the most universal measures then imagin-

able—the size of the earth. The system’s founders

decided that the meter (from the Greek for “mea-

sure”) should be one 10-millionth of the length of

a quadrant of the meridian. Attempts to determine

the size of the earth were riddled with error, how-

ever, and the unit has gone through several redefi-

nitions since then. Since 1983, it has been defined

as “the length of the path traveled by light in a vac-

uum during a time interval of 1/299,792,458 of a

second”—a definition only possible once scientists

were able tomeasure the speed of light.

Today, cutting-edge science often requires mea-

suring things that are either very big or very small.

Astronomers use parsecs (a portmanteau of paral-

lax and second) to measure the distance between

heavenly bodies; physicists use attoseconds (10-18

seconds) tomeasure events that happen so fast only

other physicists can understand them. At the limits

of measurement, there are “Planck length” (roughly

1.6 x 10-35 meters) and “Planck time” (about 5.391

x 10-44 seconds), the smallest units with any mean-

ing under current models of physics. Max Planck,

theGermanphysicistwho foundedquantumtheory,

is responsible for both, as well as the Planck con-

stant, which relates the energy of a quantumof elec-

tromagnetic radiation to its frequency. The Planck

constant has a precise definition with a wild card:

6.62606X x 10-34 joule seconds, where that big “X”

refers to numerals still being calculated.

Which brings us back to the kilogram. The pro-

posal being considered in Paris would tie the def-

inition of the kilogram to the value of the Planck

constant—just as soon as scientists can figure out

what that value actually is. For now, scientists have

been unable to nail down that “X,” which means

that we can’t even define the thing we’re trying to

use to define the kilogram. Themetrologists hope to

have the situation figured out by 2015. Until then,

feel free to weigh yourself in kilograms instead of

pounds—and then, in good faith, to declare the re-

sultmeaningless.

Ameasure
of mystery
Where our words for
mass, weight, and
distance come from
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Some researchers envision a future in which roads are
not just a necessary evil, but can bring unexpected

benefits to the land around them.

WILDLIFE PASSAGES
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NETWAYS
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